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Introduction

By Muhammad Ahmedullah

The ‘Knowing One Another Through philosophy’ project aimed to utilise 
philosophy to explore community cohesion issues in East London, focusing 
on race, ethnicity, faith and culture.

 The project engaged more than ten community participants. It provided 
them with training on the basics of philosophy to enable them to apply critical 
thinking in a systematic, rationally valid step-by-step manner to dissect and 
analyse local community cohesion issues.

 It started in April 2021, with an online Zoom launch on the 8th, which 
included a PowerPoint presentation and a stand-up comedy event designed 
to attract broad interest. More than fifty people booked and nearly that 
amounted joined the launch.

 Subsequently, twelve participants applied to join the project. Each 
participant was required to focus on a local community cohesion problem, 
apply a branch of philosophy to examine the matter critically, and produce 
a paper detailing the outcomes of the enquiry. Possible areas they could 
explore included xenophobia, multi-culturalism, religious extremism, white 
nationalism, parallel lives, racism, stereotyping, othering and fake news 

 In this regard, to help the participants undertake their tasks more 
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effectively, a series of seven training sessions were organised between June and 
July 2021, covering: Eastern Philosophy – by Dr Radha D’Souza; Logic and 
Epistemology - by Dr Gabriel Apata; Decoloniality – by Mama D. Ujuaje; 
Space/architectural – by John Bell; Political Philosophy - by Dr Halima 
Begum; Ethics – by Dr Aminul Hoque.

 The participants spent several months exploring what to cover, undertaking 
research and participating in monthly Zoom project progress/information 
sharing sessions. During the sessions, they suggested many new ideas, 
including asking whether they could write short plays exploring prejudices 
rather than academic-style writings. As a group, it was decided the project 
would accommodate a variety of ways that participants would like to produce 
the outcomes of their work. 

 Then as more and more participants wanted to produce performance 
pieces rather than only presentations, the project explored whether that would 
be possible given budgetary limitations. As the participants worked very hard 
and produced good quality outcomes, Brick Lane Circle decided to make 
additional resources available from its own sources. As such, it was decided 
to have a combination of presentations and performances at the project 
completion celebration.

 This needed recruiting some actors as only a few among the group could 
act. The project managed to attract actors in a voluntary capacity - Anthony 
Smith, Maria Karpacheva and Sam Shakes. They were paid an honorarium 
similar to the expenses paid to all the nine participants that completed the 
project from the original twelve that joined at the beginning. Sam Shakes 
also wrote a script which was performed at the project completion celebration 
public event. 
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 A director, Nayesh Radia, was appointed who worked with the writers 
and actors for over three months to deliver a high-quality and well-attended 
performance at the project completion celebration held at the Brady Arts 
Centre on 14 June 2022.

 This publication includes nine pieces of writing, consisting of prose, 
poetry and script, and photographs from each performance. 

The wider community who came to the performance and learned about 
the project provided appreciative feedback, and some asked how they could 
be involved with future projects. 

 The ‘Knowing One Another Through Philosophy’ project was built on 
two previous projects under the Knowing One Another theme, funded by the 
National Lottery Community Fund. Knowing One Another and Knowing 
One Another Through the Art of Drama were designed to help improve 
community understanding and empathy. 

The first engaged twelve community participants to learn and write 
about one another’s origins and migration experiences. The second engaged 
thirty-five participants who utilised drama to explore Multi-generational, 
Multi-cultural, Multi-faith and Multi-routes into Britain experiences. They 
developed scenarios, produced scripts and delivered public performances. The 
third engaged and trained twelve diverse individuals to utilise philosophy to 
explore community cohesion issues critically. 

Knowing One Another in Diverse Ways (KOA-DW)

Based on the successful delivery of three ‘Knowing One Another’ themed 
projects, funded by the National Lottery Community Fund, Brick Lane 
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Circle is currently working on developing another project under the same 
theme called ‘Knowing One Another in Diverse Ways (KOA-DW)’. It will 
include mediums such as fashion, photojournalism, storytelling and stand-up 
comedy. 

Through creative methods, the project will innovatively engage diverse 
communities to explore and scrutinise subjects that cause community 
cohesion problems associated with race, ethnicity, faith and culture. These 
include xenophobia, prejudices, stereotypes, conflicting knowledge claims, 
political propaganda, double standards, migration heritage, living and working 
together, social and neighbourhood changes, fake news and the impacts of 
new migration on previously settled communities, etc.

For each year, two mediums will be utilised, and an annual community 
cohesion festival will be held to showcase the participants’ achievements. For 
example, in Year 1, the medium of drama (twice) and fashion (once) will be 
utilised. Regarding drama, the community participants, guided by a theatre 
director, will explore a particular community cohesion issue, develop scenarios, 
produce scripts, rehearse and deliver a public performance. 

For fashion, the community participants will receive training in fashion 
designing and sewing and workshops on making traditional garments. An 
experienced fashion designer/trainer will guide each participant to produce a 
traditional attire of a community different from their own. They will research 
the chosen garments’ traditional and cultural backgrounds. Finally, there 
will be a fashion show to showcase the garments at the annual community 
cohesion festival.
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A conversation on the bus

By Ahmed Choudhury

{Noor a Dr is sitting on the upper deck of the bus. He hears a young woman 
using racist slurs at a middle-aged Arab woman.}

Fatima {reading Rumi’s pottery book, quietly}
{Holly looks at her for a bit}
Holly: Excuse me, sorry to disturb you, I was just wondering if this is the 

Quran you’re reading.
Fatima: No, why you asking?
Holly: Oh, I am just a little curious, I am a journalist you see, so I am 

looking into community cohesion and interfaith in Britain post 7/7 London 
Bombings.

Fatima: Oh! ok, yes yes, very good. But bombing, very bad!
Holly:  Yes you right. Can I ask you about how you feel when wearing 

the hijab out in the streets? I mean, are you confident about it or do you feel 
sacred given the current context? I mean Do you get any kind of problems 
from people?

Fatima: Yes, sometimes, people swear at me and tells me go back to my 
country.
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Holly: Really? Idiots! Sorry to hear that. So do you always carry the Quran 
with you everywhere?

Fatima: Yes, it is a small book, so I carry it, but this one not Quran! you 
listen I read.

{Fatima is reciting a small verse of poetry from the book in her hand. Aurora, 
sitting behind her is getting annoyed, while Holly is listening attentively}

Aurora: Excuse me, can you stop singing in Arabic. 
Fatima: Sorry?
Aurora: I said can you stop singing in Arabic! Read your Koran in your 

Mosque.
Fatima: Hello sister, for your information this not the Qur’an. [Waving the 

book at her} I reading Rumi poem. What you reading, is the Bible? You read 
your bible. Not speak to me, please!   

Aurora: Look I don’t care what it is! speak in English, not in Arabic. By the 
way, this isn’t the Bible{weaving the book at Fatima}, and I aint a Christen so 
stop assuming. This is a dairy.

Fatima: Ah! Ok, so you read. {turns her gaze away looking outside of the 
window}

{A few seconds later}

Aurora: {taps on Fatima’s shoulder} This, this diary belonged to my dad. 
That’s the problem with you immigrants, you just assume all white people are 
Christens, drink alcohol, and eat pork. I mean I eat pork and certainly drink 
{taking a sip of whisky} but I ain’t a Christian yeah. Now start learning English 
and adopt British values or bugger off to where you come from.

Holly: Hey! young lady that’s quite enough. Stop being so rude, I am 
English too, born and brought up here and I am disgusted at your behaviour! 
Now, I think you owe her a sincere apology, don’t you?

Aurora: Oh! be quiet, it’s none of your business. You don’t know what I’v 
been through in my life {takes another sip of whisky, wiping away a small tear 
rolling down her eyes}. 

{The bus announces the name of the next stop, Aurora press the bell and 
gets up to leave}

 Noor: Err hello! can you take your rubbish with you please?! {pointing at 
the empty whisky bottle and crisp packet! There is a bin outside look just there 
(he points through the window).

Aurora: Oh! Be quiet (in a sharp but quite voice}
{Fatima and Holly exchange glances as they nod their heads in contemptas 

Aurora walks unsteadily towards the staircase, she is thrown towards the front 
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of the bus due to an emergency break the bus driver had to do}
Aurora: Ouch! ahh! Owoo! My fleeping legs, can’t move it! Oh God, is it 

broken? someone help me, please!
Holly: Serves her right! {muttering to herself }
Fatima:  Yah Allah! {loudly}
{Noor comes hurrying down the ale towards Aurora}
Noor: It’s okay! it’s ok, don’t move, keep still.
Aurora: Oye, don’t you dear touch me yeah! I am fine, get your hands off 

my leg.
Noor: Hey! stay still, I am a Doctor, look!{shows his badge}. I think you 

may have sprained your ankle, it feels swollen. You’re in a bit of a shock too. So 
I need you to concentrate on your breathing and relax your legs. OK.

{He pulls out a First Aid kit from his rucksack and wraps up Aurora’s feet 
with a bandage}.  

Bus driver: Is she ok? Shall I call the ambulance?
Noor: Yes please, that will be a good idea.

Aurora: Look sorry Doctor, I was yelling and being rude.
Noor: That’s ok, forget it, just keep concentrating on your breathing for me, 
please.
Aurora: No! but I am. I am sorry! I shouldn’t have been so rude. I shouldn’t 
have spoken about Muslims like that. I wasn’t like that at all. I quit my law 
degree and joined the EDL since...
Fatima: Since your father died in the 7/7 tube bombing.
{Aurora and Noor looks at Fatima in surprise}
Fatima: I am very sorry sister. I am sure your dad is now in a much better 
place, but he wouldn’t want for you to hate other’s, would he?{hands the diary 
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and the news paper cutting back to her, which she picked from the floor}
Holly: She’s right! {smiling reassuringly at Aurora}
Fatima: Those who did this are wrong and sinful. God says in the Quran:
“Whoever saves the life of one person, It is as if he has saved the entire 
humanity”
Noor:  I know you are extremely upset about your father, and rightly so, but 
like the lady said Muslims believe killing one person is like killing the whole 
of humanity. And those who did the bombing were misguided individuals.
Look, I don’t like to talk about it, but my father was a victim of a hate crime 
too. The perpetrators were members of the BNP. And my brother {brief pause} 
He was killed in Afghanistan fighting for the British. Only 29 years old and 
left behind his wife and two young children. As a result of all of this I decided 
to quit the Military and become a doctor instead so I can save lives and not 
take them.
 {Addressing the audience} Look, at the end of the day do we hate each other 
because we are conditioned to hate the ‘other’ by the media and politicians 
or whoever else? Or are we consciously choosing to act that way? If it’s the 
former, then it’s external and we have the power to reject it. And if it’s the 
latter, then it’s internal and we have the power to control and change that too.
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Informal conversation on decolonialism

By Dr Canan Salih

I
Whats the matter?
Sister:
Mum does my head in!
I
Now what?
Sister
She’s going on about moving away from the UK again.

I
Oh, that old chestnut.
Sister
This is my home. I was born here. I’ve lived here for half a decade. I don’t 

have her history and memories of another ‘home’. Why can’t she understand 
that?

t’s not about geography with mum, or location. It’s about an ethnic, and 
maybe a national, identity.

Sister
I know my identity! Just because I’m British doesn’t mean I don’t know 

my Turkish identity. Or my Turkish Cypriot identity. I practice my religion. 
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I speak the language. I follow the traditions, the celebrations and all that. I 
belong to the Turkish Cypriot community! Why should I have to move away 
from all I know just to reiterate that?

I
Mum wants to project her own sense of self, her own self-knowledge, onto 

us.
Sister
She’s still living in the past, that’s what she’s doing!
I
Maybe she’s just trying to ‘decolonialize’ herself.
Sister
You what?

Well think about it. Mum grew up in a time when Cyprus was colonized 
by the English, right? There was the added complication of multiple indige-
nous folks on the island, in Cyprus. You had Turkish Cypriots, Greek Cypriots 
and other ‘Cypriots’ right?

Sister
Yeah?
I
The troubles began when mum was in her late teens. And her memories of 

that time, she remembers them as a threat to her safety, her family, her sense 
of being Turkish and her religion. First the English presence changed the way 
the people saw things, but that wasn’t so bad because they weren’t so much of 
a threat to the people’s cultural way of life.

Sister
Them colonizing Cyprus is the reason mum came here to Britain. She was 

given opportunities that others weren’t given.
I
But mum doesn’t see it like that. She says, Britain owes her and many other 

Cypriots a place in its society because they came and ruined things for her and 
her generation, with the fighting and all that in Cyprus.

Sister
But that was because of the Greeks wanting to make Greece the mother-

land. What did they call it?
I
ENOSIS - Union with Greece. Yeah, but the ENOSIS movement started 

against the English presence on the island first. The fact that the Turks were 
against it, then put them in the firing line. I’m not even going to start on the 
Cyprus problem. It’s too long and complicated, and there are so many sides to 
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it, it defies reason sometimes.
Sister
I don’t understand. Whats your point?
I
The point I’m trying to make is, mum and her generation of people who 

left the island, left during a time when it was still a British colony.
Sister
So? No one asked her to leave.

She felt she had to. There were no prospects for her during those times. 
Her education got cut short, she lived in a conflict zone, there was nowhere 
else to go but Britain. But she took with her that trauma of both being colo-
nized, and having her identity threatened by an opposing force.

Sister
EOKA?
I
Yeah, the Greek Cypriot nationalist organization. Well, not too sure about 

the term organization but that’s not the point here. As a way of preserving her 
sense of cultural self, mum internally and externally ghettoized herself in East 
London.

Sister
How? She integrated
I
Not until after the millennium, when the rag trade died, and communica-

tion technology became a thing. And even then, she would only watch Turk-
ish Satellite TV. Don’t you remember? She always maintained that she didn’t 
consider this place as her home.

Sister
That’s what I don’t get. She worked here, she retired here, her kids are here. 

How can this not be home?
I
Maybe mums notion of home is different to ours. Maybe her notion of 

home has cultural and national ties rather than relational ones.
Sister
I don’t believe that. If it wasn’t for us, she would have left a long time ago.
I
True. But not to Cyprus.
Sister
Yeah, explain that to me. Why Turkey?
I
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Sis, I struggle with my understanding of being Turkish Cypriot and I’m 
educated in cultural studies, identity theory, race theory and all that. Mum 
lives her experiences and her emotions, not through logic. Many of Mum’s 
generation of Diaspora are like that. They create this nostalgic notion of the 
homeland, expecting the homeland to be exactly.

how they left it. But time moves on, and so does Cyprus, or Bangladesh, or 
Somalia, and all those other post colonial countries.

Sister
Cyprus isn’t the conflicted country mum left it as. So, again, why Turkey?
don’t know. I can’t speak for mum, but my understanding of it is that Tur-

key still maintains mum’s notion of the Turkish identity, without the colonial 
and conflicting past. And also, in mum’s case, I think she can practice her 
religion more comfortably in Turkey than in Cyprus.

Sister
There are practicing Muslims in Cyprus.
I
But don’t forget, there are the other layers of post-colonial, post conflict 

traumas that mum and her generation have to unpack and deal with. Some 
return to Cyprus and adapt, some never return and decide to adapt in their 
host country, whilst some, like mum choose an alternative ... I don’t know ... 
Utopian place?

Sister
So what do you mean by - what did you call it - decolonializing herself? Is 

that even a word??
I
Probably not but I’m a Dr so I can coin terms. I don’t care. It works for me!
Sister (chuckles)
Fair enough!
I
What I mean by Decolonializing is that its the opposite of colonialism. So, 

whereas through the act of colonialism, the colonized people’s sense of self, 
their self knowledge, cultural and environmental knowledge, their autonomy 
and, even in some cases, their languages and means of communicating, are 
ruptured - de-colonialism is about dealing with the trauma of that rupture and 
trying to put back the pieces of your identity however way you can.

Sister
What, by upping and leaving all you know and your family so you can feel 

Turkish again??
I
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Maybe. Maybe that’s mum’s way of becoming. Maybe that’s how mum 
wants to live and identify herself. And maybe Turkey is the place she wants to 
inhabit to do that.

Sister
Yeah but she can’t impose her de-colonizing, or whatever you call it, on me! 

I’m not experiencing trauma. I know who I am!
I
Then you’re one of the lucky ones. Many second generation Diasporas 

struggle with their identities because of their family’s connection to a home-
land, or another culture, very different to the host culture. Even people who 
live in their homeland and are a post-colonial nation are struggling with de-
colonizing trauma.

Sister
So you’re damned if you do and you’re damned if you don’t?
I
Everything has its advantages and disadvantages. In the case of Cyprus, I 

think it’s still suffering because it’s gone from a colonial past to a divided pres-
ent. So people are still living with national, religious and cultural crisis because 
of the conflicts and division that is still ongoing. I don’t blame mum for not 
wanting to go back there, but she wanted to ‘go back’ somewhere to reclaim 
her notion of an ideal self.

Sister
Well if it works for her, good luck! But I’m not budging!
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Reflections

By Shohidur Rahman

I was born in Leeds. My parents were from the country now  known as 
Bangladesh. They were actually born East Pakistanis, as Bangladesh was part 
of Pakistan then. I think I could perhaps guess roughly when my father was 
born. He died early, aged 47, in 1981 from a heart attack; so he would have 
been born around 1944. 

He arrived in the UK sometime in the sixties, to a Labour Government 
overseen by Harold Wilson. Wilson was a great reformer, known for modern-
izing and turning policy on its head in areas as diverse as education, health, 
housing and gender equality. In addition to these changes, he introduced work 
vouchers for migrants coming to the UK to live and work. 

My father was one of those in receipt of a work voucher. He came to the 
UK in the 1960s and worked as a box cutter in a factory. My mother joined 
him sometime near the turn of that decade, where in other fields, the talk 
was all about the generation of love and flower power. I’m not certain how 
they lived, my mum and dad, but I heard many stories of how close-knit 
their generation was. My parents lived in a back-to-back and often there’d be 
nine people sleeping to a room, friends of the family. I was born in October 
of 1970. Six months later a new country, the nation-state of Bangladesh, was 
born, freed from the yoke of Pakistan. 

I can’t say, growing up in the 1970s in Leeds, that it, any less than West 
Pakistan versus East, was free of racism or prejudice. There was plenty of to 
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fear for us children on the streets; we lived in fear of the ‘big children’ all the 
time. There was often the shadow of anxiety. 

I remember Stephanie and Melanie who used to go to the same school as 
us, for example. They lived not far from us, always chewing gum. They had 
their knowing ways, their hard looks, always pacing in front of the corner 
shop. We didn’t know it then, but they were just messing about. Perhaps they 
were waiting for romantic encounters.

On one occasion I remember being chased by some children we didn’t 
know, much older than us. There were some girls among them. They said they 
wanted to kiss us. We ran as fast as we could in the opposite direction, and my 
breath went in and out of my body like a piston, my heart going like a clapper. 

On another occasion I remember going back home from the halal butcher’s 
carrying a bag of meat. At the top of the road, just as we were nearing home, 
an Alsation was launched at me - like a rocket – ‘Run! It can smell the meat!’ 
my brother cried. The group of marauding kids shouted ‘Kill!’, and pointed 
to us. To this day I have dreams of stray dogs, whuffling giant monsters, rising 
up in the deserted streets of Beeston.

These were isolated incidents. Great, long stretches would pass where 
nothing at all would happen. We would go to school, have tea, watch a bit 
of television, and go to bed. As a family, we were not subject to constant rac-
ist bullying. There were no attacks on our house, no fireworks put through 
our letterbox, no smearing of graffiti or other rubbish. Any bullying was not, 
in other words, systematic. The fear of the outside world was always there 
though.

Now I’m adult, a man, and things are better. Or are they? 
A conversation I had about two years ago – innocent, innocuous, on a 

trivial matter of etiquette:
A friend called to seek my advice on one of those small matters that litter 

our lives. His family was friends with another family that happened to be In-
dian. He wanted to say thank you for a favour they had done, and buy them 
some samosas from his favourite deli. The question he wanted to ask me was 
whether giving a gift of samosas to an Indian family might be perceived by 
them as having patronizing or even racist undertones. 

Initially the question caused a jarring sensation in me. I felt I was being 
picked out because I was Asian, as if I would know the right thing to do. I’ve 
never considered the colour of my skin in my dealings with people, and I’ve 
always expected the same from others. I am them, they are me. Was my friend, 
in thinking of me as separate and different, being somehow subtly racist?

I was taken aback, and confused about how to reply. There was a sense of 
someone not knowing the specifics of my identity, of being lumped into a 
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group. Was it right that my friend even put me in this situation, small, minor, 
inconsequential as it was? Wasn’t it putting up barriers and sowing division? 
He hadn’t wanted to be rude to his Indian friend, but wasn’t he passing on 
that rudeness to me?

What I see now is that my friend and his wife were agonizing over a prob-
lem that was real for them. For me it didn’t exist. But that was because I was 
Asian, like the Indian family. We both had the same skin colour, background, 
way of perceiving. Instead I felt a kind of pressure being put on me. But I was 
being slow to understand their difficulty. From his point of view, a white per-
son, it was a real problem that required some kind of deft response.

I should have said to just give the Indian family the samosas, and perhaps 
add a note to say thank you, and make a joke that the Indian family probably 
ate samosas all the time, but these samosas were different. In the end I fudged 
it. I told my friend and his wife to just do ‘what they felt was right’.

I think the matter says something about being human. Bias is insidious, so 
embedded that it must be difficult for people to see where the bias lies. Error 
comes from not seeing, perceiving, not having empathy. Empathy requires the 
ability to stand outside oneself, to feel what others feel, see how others might 
experience and process what goes on. I was the biased one, for feeling put 
under pressure by my friend. Or perhaps we each had our biases.

A year later it was Diwali, the Festival of Lights. I went to Leicester to visit 
my friend. Leicester is a city which has a large Indian community. As we were 
walking down the Golden Mile looking for a curry house, my friend pointed 
out a restaurant sign. I wondered aloud whether they served kebabs there. My 
friend found this terribly funny. Since they’re all Indian, they’re only going 
to serve vegetarian food, he said – smugly, and a little snidely, it seemed to 
me. He also translated the name of the restaurant, which I was unable to do, 
underlining his superior knowledge of Indian culture. 

People like to feel they know something of other cultures, that they have 
some insight, that they can partake in their ceremonies as an insider, or at 
least a knowledgeable spectator, that they’ve been accepted, and are not being 
taken for a buffoon for trying. At the time I felt under pressure, as if he was 
proving his greater knowledge, more Indian than me. But I see now it was just 
his liking of Indian culture. 

So thinking about it, and applying some empathy, discerning different per-
spectives, it’s possible to get out of the hole that ego and its illusory nature puts 
us into, which otherwise leads to frustration and sometimes anger. (I wasn’t 
angry with my friend, mildly discombobulated describes it better.) 

We share a universal humanity. Small differences between people, skin 
colour, the food we eat, family and social structure, can elicit curiosity. It’s 
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how we react that shows our ability to empathise, the breadth of our sym-
pathies, whether broad or narrow. Encountering other people, other tribes, 
might mean that a person withdraws, reacts with dislike, distaste, fear. The 
root might be said to be fear or a lack of experience, paranoia even, when 
a person decides that something isn’t right. Its opposite might be said to be 
openness to the future, a nonchalant disregard for the operations of time and 
entropy. Openness, and the principle of ‘Live and Let Live’. 

There is room for curiosity and conversation. On the other hand, an op-
pressed minority can perhaps feel oppression too much, and there are ways to 
break out of that feeling, if we truly follow the path of freedom, which means 
freedom from the slavery of the ego. 

I am from a minority group living in the UK. The feeling of oppression, 
where negative thoughts abound, can cause people to retreat and look for 
answers within their own group, to carry on in the drifts and currents of their 
own race. Change and difference is the answer, it is the light that keeps us 
learning, the path to renewal. People should reach out, from whatever group 
they belong, and understand that we are not all some undertow of bodies 
whose call is not heard; though history, through the vast swell of the un-
derdog, the destitute, the indentured, the classless, the undocumented, has 
shown that race and class are such vast and weighty topics, it would move an 
angel to feel pity. Solutions do not come easily, if they come at all. All we can 
do is work along and find temporary solutions as we go. There is no panacea, 
but there are reasons to hope.

g o 
t o 
the  
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Pigmalion

By Margot Przymierska

In “Pigmalion” I want to pick apart the stereotype of a hard-working mi-
grant - often meant as a compliment but in my view a problematic one. Are 
hard-working migrants just foot soldiers of neoliberalism? Are they working 
hard to fit into British society or to pay for their own island, which only 
furthers capitalist alienation? Many people dedicate a large portion of their 
lives to work leaving very little time to sustain family bonds or form romantic 
relationships. Work-packed days and exhaustion-filled evenings with Netflix 
and social media constantly running in the background, mean no time for re-
flection and critique of the status quo. In “Pigmalion” I want to create a space 
for reflection and rebellion. 

My approach will include a work placement with property developers - 
EcoWorld, where I will gain practical experience of construction work. This 
will help me develop ideas for the staging using building materials and ex-
plore ways of involving the audience during the performance. I aim to inter-
view more East European workers which will fuel my written responses using 
comedy, references to British / Polish / ancient Greek mythology and original 
soundscape. The myth of a hard-working Pole in the UK 

by Margot Przymierska
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Philosophical angle: 
Max Weber ’Protestant ethic and the spirit of capitalism’, 1905
Karl Marx on class and capitalist alienation link
Ideology of Stalinism and cult of a worker [Stakhanovite] ‘Cult of Person-

ality’ link
Baudrillard’s post-humanity link

References and real life examples:
The Guardian, 2011 link
The Guardian, Brexit link
The Student Room, Why are Polish/Eastern European immigrants often 

singled out?
2015 link
Daily Mail, Speaking Polish at work, link “He told the hearing colleague 

Stephen Maginnis first asked him to speak English. But the tribunal believed 
Mr Rowinski” 

Culture.PL link

About ‘Pigmalion’: 
“Pigmalion” is a performative attempt to rewrite narratives about under-

represented voices of East Europeans in the UK, especially those of the con-
struction workers. The concept is rooted in my own Polish heritage, family 
history of builders and the fact that there are many property developments in 
London which continued throughout the pandemic. With the talk of migrant 
key workers who kept the UK running during this time, I began to wonder 
about the status of builders who were never afforded a key worker status and 
continued with work but to whose benefit? The society? UK’s economy? De-
velopers? Capitalism? The greater good? Themselves? In the times where we 
overthrow outdated statues - are we building functional monuments of over-
priced high-rises instead to reflect contemporary values? 

 
I have started researching the “Pigmalion” themes earlier this year and 

interviewed a few East European builders [including my cousin] already. I 
arranged a work placement with EcoWorld. I am doing a philosophy course 
focused on community cohesion, where I explore the myth of hard working 
East Europeans in the context of capitalist society and the alienation it leads 
to,  Marxist nostalgia and Baudrillard’s post-humanity [speed, constant con-
sumption of products and how it impacts culture, apathy in getting involved 
with the politics and threat of being manipulated] 
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Appendix: “Pigmalion - work in progress” - PLEASE DO NOT SHARE  

Part 1: The Poem

A silver mist settles on London city 
The golden dawn shines through the buildings’ glass 
Signal waves are circling the tower of BT 
The workers awake - they’re ready to take a stance!

Hark Poles, Czechs, Romanians and Latvians!
Let’s take the best Fate can offer us. 

While bankers count bitcoin profit 
Builders are in the gut of the underground 
Sacrificing health, crippling spirit - what of it? 
They’re building offices and tower blocks - but for what?
Is it for common good or for a migre pound? 
Or to give hope to the future people of this land? 

Hark Poles, Czechs, Romanians and Latvians!
Let’s take the best Fate can offer us.
It’s time for reflection - let’s make the connection! 

The signal is getting stronger, WhatsApp and 
Facebook ring off the hook
The workers from Poland and Czech get restless, they give the Romanians 

a look,
And when the clock strikes the hour they will leave their scaffolded cell,
Each will leave his hard hat behind like a single pistachio shell. 

Hark Poles, Czechs, Romanians and Latvians!
Let’s take the best Fate can offer us
Sink or swim - we ought to take a stand! -
workers scream from the top of their lungs. 

SX - cut  feedback / replace with tinnitus ringing sound 

But the city turns screaming to silence 
Silver mist calms all temper and violence
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How should we take a stand?

A pregnant pause ensues 

IPhone whispers “You’ve nothing left to lose” 

Hark, the new 5G Broadband is out. 

SX - Anthem Applause 
LX - spot on the lectern 

MP walks on stage from wings 

Part 2: International Builders’ Day 

Good evening. 

On behalf of the management it is my pleasure to welcome you all to the 
very first International Builders’ Day. 

SX - Applause 

It is a celebration of hard-work and resilience of men and women [though 
mostly men] who have come to this country (from Eastern Europe), to pursue 
their dreams of wealth and prosperity, but more importantly, to instill hope in 
our construction industry.  

In the last quarter we completed 50,000 homes – making it the highest 
number in over 20 years! 

SX - Applause 

Despite our undeniable successes, a small group of haters has raised con-
cerns about materials and labour shortages. To them I say, your concerns are 
groundless. We have kept the construction sites open and safe. Our builders 
have been able to deliver the homes this country needs. We are building back 
better from the pandemic. 

SX - Applause, cut Anthem 
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As it is the International Builders’ Day, we want to give a special thanks in 
recognition of someone who has been instrumental to our company’s leader-
ship position on the market. 

[Gonzo brings a cardboard cut out of Bogdan]

You may have already seen him around. 

Bogdan Pigmalionovich. 

LX - Spot on Bodgan cut out
SX - Applause 
SX - Beat through the section, volume up

Part 3: Myth of Pigmalionovich 

2x Man of our times, good with hands, lips as smooth as silk
He’s got values close to heart, hardworking ilk
His mother’s pride and joy, he showers her with cash and gifts
Could be better, could be worse, they could be refugees. 

SX - Beat volume down

Bogdan Pigmalionovich, a man of our time. He arrived from the Land of 
his proud ancestors in pursuit of his dreams, but also, to preserve his family’s 
name. And what a name it is! The first Pigmalionovich appeared in the ancient 
scriptures as a man of high moral standing, pious and hard-working, a skilled 
sculptor [good with hands], who carved a statue of a perfect woman out of  a 
block of ivory. He fell in love with the statue so much so that he brought her 
to life with a passionate kiss. Shame they no longer make men like this.

SX - Beat volume up   

1 x Man of our times, good with hands, lips as smooth as silk
He’s got values close to heart, hardworking ilk
His mother’s pride and joy, he showers her with cash and gifts
Could be better, could be worse, they could be refugees. 
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SX - Beat volume down

Bogdan - means ‘god’s gift’. It’s a great responsibility to bring a new human 
into this pit called life, so being 10 days overdue Bogdan’s Mother was grateful 
for the extra time to pick a name that would bring the least amount of shame 
and maximum potential for success. 

She prayed for good fortune to descend upon Bogdan: money, health, a 
sweet Little wife and children, children, children running around the house. 
Inside - a small corner for her, for when she’s old and lost her mind. Really, 
that’s all. Not much. 

SX - Beat volume up 

1 x Man of our times, good with hands, lips as smooth as silk
He’s got values close to heart, hardworking ilk
His mother’s pride and joy, he showers her with cash and gifts
Could be better, could be worse, they could be refugees. 

SX - Beat volume down

Bogdan’s father worked day and night, he was the construction manager’s 
right hand, doing everything the boss needed done. 

Still, too busy to organise a holiday for his son. But don’t cry, Bogdan. Be 
a man. One day you can be like your dad who worked his fingers to the bone 
to build a dream home

for his family. 

But it all ended tragically. Old Pigmalionovich suffered a great fall from the 
top floor of a shopping mall. 

A victim of a ‘health and safety fail’.

Gonzo, hit the church bell. 

SX - church bells x 4 dings 

It was a gloriously sunny day when the mall opened its glassy gates - the 
ribbon was cut by the mayor, the priest blessed the premises and many people 
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were there. 

SX - cut bells 

Amidst the crowds, watching the spectacle from afar, 
with a tear in his eye and an empty glare, 
stood Bogdan - his father’s son and heir. 

SX - Fade in beat volume up 

SX - Add drilling sounds & plastic / fade out beat 

LX - spot on Bogdan

Part 4: Bogdan file part 1 (dreaming at work) 

Another day spent on the site, sweat is dripping down my chest, bad 
My hands are sticky from the dust blowing through the plastic sheets

SX - Drilling sound fade out 

My lungs are fine - since I gave up smoking last week
I gave up talking to my cousins - they don’t know what life’s like here 
We hook up at Christmas, over a Tyskie beer
Or for a wedding. 
And then I’m gone. 
Again. 

Back to the dust and the drilling tone 
I dream about a warm holiday - alone
In a Spain… 
Away from the heat of arguments over the millimeters of planning adjust-

ments 
with the guys in white shirts, straight backs and ostentatiously pleasant 

body smell.
And I don’t mind if they’re gay as well. 

What a site. The biggest one in the city. 

Behind the plastic curtains - I see the endless horizon.  
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Financial headquarters stuck in the ground like fingers pointing down-
wards. 

The river looks more tropical than on the day of my arrival. 
Fucking climate change. I must ensure my genes’ survival.
 
Life is but a resilience test. 
Work hard, climb to the top, be the best. 

Not like my boys left behind, stuck, unrecognised and sad, 
watching the dreams they all once had 
Infinitely defer to next year, and the year after that. 

“Bogdan, cut the crap!”

SX - Drilling sound fade up, under the speaking 

[Shit! Was I talking to myself out loud?!] 
I see someone standing at the bottom of my ladder to prosperity.
And it’s the main guy - the CEO - with a suspicious facial serenity.
The site Manager - Josh McNormal 
is lingering behind him, looking quite formal
In his hand - a golden scroll. 
They ask me to come down the ladder,  slow
their insurance won’t cover another fall. 

And when I reach the floor, the CEO showers me with compliments 
He says he’s been watching me for a while, 
He praised the job I’ve done with the ceiling, my meticulous style. 
And his face is getting closer to mine:
“Bogdan, you have been working exceptionally hard, it’s time for you to 

be rewarded:
The Home Secretary is inviting you around”.
Blah blah “great opportunity” blah blah “lagers all night” blah blah  “di-

versity card”
He says: “Bogdan, you’re our god’s gift. Go and make our company proud”
 
The site manager, Josh McNormal is looking livid -
This act is hard to follow, his rejection is hard to swallow
but he has to live with it. 
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I’m going to the Builder’s Ball
And it’s a ‘plus one’ - and all. 

SX - Drilling sound fade out 
LX - Lights out 
LX - Video [with sound] of Meme sequence

MP scrolls down Facebook on her phone, light from the phone 

Part 5: Looking for love on Facebook / memes 

“Szukam faceta. Wygląd fizyczny ma dla mnie ogromne znaczenie. Poczucie 
humoru i inteligencja wymagane bezwzględnie. Dystans do siebie, cierpliwość 
oraz poczucie rytmu bo uwielbiam tańczyć. Nie szukam przyszłego potenc-
jalnego ojca dzieci. Długo i ciężko pracuję. Lubię wyjść do parku, muzeum, 
kina. Lubię dobrze zjeść i dobrze się zabawiać. Szukam faceta który rozumie 
że obowiązki mają pierwszeństwo i nie będzie mnie nękać wiadomościami “ co 
robisz?” Masz być kumplem “ w zbrodni” z otwartą głową głodnym przygody. 

PS: Nie zawalajcie mojej skrzynki a już na pewno nie dzwońcie. Napisz 
zwykłe hej, jeśli Twoja buźka zrobi na mnie wrażenie. Sama się odezwę.”

LX - Video fade after the last meme

SX - news

Part 6: Bogdan : Priti Patel

Since my invite came through - They’ve been banging on about it on the 
News, 

The International Builders’ Day - a new tradition, a new national holiday.

In Buckingham Palace, they’re planning a massive do, with Prime Minister 
and Prince William too,

They’re planning a massive bash, pig roasts, seafood  canape, confetti made 
of cash, 

Pineapple pieces, piled with cheese cubes and pound coins on cocktail 
sticks 

Served on silver trays by waitresses, doing 12 hour shifts with sweat drip-
ping down their backs 
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Giving the best years of their lives to catering firms on zero hour contracts 
Still hoping to meet a man from a higher sphere
Someone to rely on, someone who’d pay for their private health care… 
Love paid off by financial security, to be fair. 

But from politics I steer clear. 

Unless...
  
Unless when I’m from Netflix to Amazon Prime flicking through 
[and this is between me and you] 
I prick up when I hear the latest from the mouth of Priti Patel
Her voluptuous features remind me of my head teacher’s, they make me 

hot as hell.
When I’m sitting on the sofa with the remote control in my hand, I know 
That any minute now she’ll appear on the 5 o’clock Pandemic Show  
And I’ll be re-playing her stark warnings over and over and slow... 

Through the smooth plasma screen glass
Disapproving warmth of her eyes
Is the highest comfort a man can have on a lonely - life
Wrapped tightly in a pencil skirt is her no-nonsense arse
And I hang on every word from her tempting lips...

I once sent her a bouquet of flowers, tulips
Straight to the House of Commons 
Sensing she would appreciate the honours.
But I never from her got a thanks, or a cheers, 
Or a Tweet acknowledging that my gesture was sweet,
That it had put a smile on her face. 
No definitely not the case. 

Sometimes, when I’m sitting on the sofa alone
I imagine that I bring her with me back home. 
That it’s her first trip to this part of the world, 
That I take her to where my favourite ice cream is sold,
Or on a romantic walk through the Red Army cemetery, so old
That it remembers Stalin visiting it before,

Oh I would plan a whole surprises galore!  
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I’d show her a photo of the estate where I grew up - on my phone, 
Also a picture of my mum just after she had her hair done,
And a photo of me - age seven, playing the national anthem on a flute. 
I’d imagine she’d find it cute. 

Look,  just because  you think it’s filth 
To have a crush on a celebrity master MILF 
That - shows YOU in a negative light. 
True love is pure - alright? 
I’m sorry it will never happened to you, 
Just look in the mirror, and fix your attitude, mate.
I don’t care what the world thinks - cuz I think it’s fine 
You are a jealous swine. 

Sorry your name is not on the VIP list.
Goodbye. 

 SX - Fade up drilling 

SX - 3 call signals, 1 pick up the phone

SX - cut drilling and fade up birds [automatic fade out]

Gonzo walks to harmonium
Margot walks to take mic from lectern then walks to harmonium too

LX - play BISON VIDEO

LX - spot on harmonium 

Part 6: Mum phone call

It’s good to hear your voice, son. I often feel alone and old like a forgot-
ten… one of those, the…. Ah.. nevermind 

I woke up half-twelve and couldn’t get back to sleep again. The doctor gave 
me  sleeping pills but with my heart as it is I didn’t want to cause you problems 
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and not wake up, I know it’s expensive to book a flight.

But I couldn’t fall asleep. Maybe it’s all the TV I watched before bed. Ref-
ugee crisis on the Eastern border. Six of them are dead. Soldiers fire guns in 
the air.

Kids without their mums, people sitting on the ground, it gets minus 2 
degrees at night. 

State of emergency. Noone’s allowed. No journalists, no food, no sweets, 
no healthy snacks.  

They are building fences from razor wire to protect the European empire. 
Safety of our flats.

The Foreign Affairs Minister held a press conference
He showed evidence from the phones found behind the fence:
Videos of men copulating with cows.

He says: “The Wire is there to protect us from these degenerates.
It’s a Chrisitian country with Christian values they don’t respect,
they copulate with cattle - is this what you want for yourselves? 
Dirty criminals holding hands with the LGBT pedofiles - is this the coun-

try you want for your children? And grandchildren? And gran grandchildren? 

[Probably no more than that until a total planetary collapse]“

But as it turned out in the end, on the other channel they said: it’s all fake 
news of course. 

The cow was actually a horse. 

That was the last thing the Anchorman said, and then the TV set went 
dead. 

Their broadcasting licence was cut. 

I had a nightmare last night, I was running through the forest with an 
old school friend of mine. We were hiding from my Father who was a violent 
man. But as a child deported to Siberia - he had it tough. We hid in the bush-
es, behind shrubs, keeping ears close to the ground, barely breathing, we heard 
him rumbling through the forest. And then - a little red bead fell from the 
sky. It rolled along the muddy ground. My friend said “Look, Virgin Mary’s 
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bloody tears. Red beads from the necklace she had”. 
I remember her face - Black Madonna. Her head wrapped in an ashen 

shroud. Did she hear us in the forest? No. She had been deaf  for years now. 

I don’t know what any of this means. I’m not gonna watch the damn News 
before sleep  again. It tires me out. So many people die of the virus, they stroll 
through the shopping malls unmasked, and their faces are foul.

People don’t talk these days - they growl.  

Oh, and your sister rang. But I didn’t pick up. Jak dotąd nie miała czasu 
dla mnie - to niech odczuje mój brak. She needs a favour no doubt. Kids are 
sick and her work is pushing back. Well, this used to be a free nanny service 
but now I’ve had enough. 

Bogdan, how is your personal life? Is there a special someone in your heart? 
I hope that one day you’ll come back with a wife, mother of your child.
Build a home. Finish what your father started once. 
I pray for you day and night. 

My beautiful son. You take care of yourself. 
And don’t work too hard.  

SX - Harmonium plays one note, Margot takes over from Gonzo

Gonzo walks off stage 
LX - blackout 
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Small talk

By Sam Shakes

{Tracey and Tina walking in opposite directions, in a coffee shop. They 
glance at each other}.

Tina: Tracey? Is that you?
Tracey: Yes. Oh my God! Tina! I was thinking about you the other day!
{They hug. Tina has a cup of coffee in her hand}. 
Tina: I was gonna drink this along the way. What about you? You taking 

out or sitting in? 
Tracey: Taking out.
Tina: Okay. Where you heading to? 
Tracey: Haggerston. It’s where I live.

Tina: Oh, I’m going to Haggerston station, then onto Shadwell…Where I 
live. So, I’ll wait for you.

{Tina accompanies Tracey to purchase a cup of coffee from barista}.
 Tina: It’s sooo nice seeing you!
Tracey: Yeah, nice seeing you too!… And, I’m not surprised we’ve met. 
{Barista hands Tracey cup of coffee. They walk out of the coffee shop to-

wards the station}.
Tracey: I was thinking about us… Reminiscing… Do you remember the 

time you came over to our flat and had dinner? … Fish fingers, beans and 
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bread. And, when you picked up the knife and fork that was laid out - I was 
gobsmacked! I said ‘Don’t you eat with your hands, indoors?’ 

Tina: Of course I remember! I was well offended, and thought ‘Bloody 
cheek! I remember saying ‘No!  We’d get in trouble! We have to use a knife 
and fork.’

Tracey: Yeah… And I tried to justify my curiosity, by explaining that I had 
a friend called Tony who ate with his hands…. And, so, I thought all White 
people ate with their hands - indoors. I wasn’t allowed to go to Tony’s house, 
because, my Dad said he didn’t want me picking up any “White people nasti-
ness” – like eating with my hands! God help us!

Tina: Yeah, and I remember me saying ‘Grown-ups say funny things….
Tracey: Yeah, and me saying ‘And they think they know everything!’  
{They chuckle}.
Tracey: Do you know, when I can, I eat with my hands!
Tina: No way! Me too!
{They heartily laugh. They arrive at the station and sit on a bench. Both 

take a sip of coffee from their cups}.
Tracy: God! That was 25 years ago, we had that conversation!... And, I still 

remember it almost word-for-word! 
Tina: Yeah, and my views haven’t changed much. I mean, adults still think 

they know everything!
Tracey: … And, we’re now adults… Do you think you know everything?
Tina: Yep!
{They laugh}.
Tina: You know, according to the ‘Laws of Nature’, our world has become 

extremely artificial. 
Tracey: What do you mean?
Tina: I mean we’re no longer governed by Nature. We oppose it… Even 

‘wrong’ it.
Tracey: Oh, yeah… I think, I know, what you mean. We’re making ‘Right 

– Wrong’ and ‘Wrong – Right!
Tina; Exactly! So, for example. Take herbal remedies – many are known to 

cure – right? Yet, they’re scoffed at! Even though they heal! Flipping, making 
‘Right’ – ‘Wrong!’

Tracey: Yeah,… And, another example, making ‘Right – Wrong’ is how we 
view and respond to mental health. Isn’t it ‘Natural’ to go loopy – mad, when 
we’re aware of some of the worldly dramas that are happening? Like lands 
being purchased to grow flowers, instead of food, whilst people go hungry. 
God help us!

Tina: Yep! Yep! Don’t get me flipping started!
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Tracey: Yeeaah… It’s a bit weird - the world we’re living in… Almost sur-
real.

Tina: Yep! And, thinking about Social Media… I get it – everything in 
moderation. But the point is – it’s not being used by most in moderation. 
And, basic human contact is being radically reduced. So much so, that when 
we’re together in person – we’re flipping Social Media-ing on our phones! 

Tracey: Oh my God! That’s so true! You know, I went to a Birthday Party 
last Saturday and 50% were on their phones - Social Media-ing, and the other 
50% were watching videos! God help us!

Tina: Yeah, flipping pisses me off! 
{There is a silence, as they sit thinking}.
Tracey: Can I just show you this… 
{Tracey reaches inside in her bag and takes out her phone.}
Tracey: It’s a clip on You Tube….
{Tina frowns and Tracey laughs}. 
Tracey: Only joking!
Tina: Youuuuu! You always was a joker! Nice that some things haven’t 

changed!... Right! Better go! It was lovely seeing you.
Tracey: Likewise. Take care, Tina.
Tina: You too.
{They hug. Tina walks into the station. Tracey walks off in opposite direc-

tion}.
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Exterior expectations

By Marream Ahmed

Minority communities in London have suffered from a sense of identity 
which cause an abandonment of religious, cultural and personal values. It is 
apparent that we were not instructed to do so, but it can be said that their 
abandonment roots from feelings of inadequacy and difference. Difference 
from the vogue. 

  
I want to address the need minorities feel to live up to the idealised western 

citizen; one who rejects their personal/cultural values and adopts a western 
image. This exaggerated representation can be found in Shamima Begum, a 
21 year old woman who left the country at 15 for ISIL. On 19th of February, 
2019 the Home Office deprived British born Shamimah Begum of her citi-
zenship after being groomed at 15 and running away to Syria. Ironic; though, 
whilst she is ethnically Bangladeshi, she never had visited the country. 

 A Home Office spokesperson said: 
“In recent days the Home Secretary has clearly stated that his priority is the 

safety and security of Britain and the people who live here. In order to protect 
this country, he has the power to deprive someone of their British citizenship 
where it would not render them stateless. We do not comment on individual 
cases, but any decisions to deprive individuals of their citizenship are based on 
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all available evidence and not taken lightly.” 
Since then, Begum has been a topic of Nationality versus Ethnicity and 

what that means for People of Colour (PoC). Simultaneously, amongst the 
racist discourse, there were pockets of discussions around the treatment of 
ethnic victims of grooming and English victims. Would a 15 year old English 
girl be held accountable to this extreme for joining a terrorist organisation 
after being groomed for a long period of time? Rightfully so, there was outrage 
when English girls were groomed in Bradford 2019 and this case lead to an 
increase in preventative organisations of sexual exploitation; this is necessary 
in protecting young children from grooming. 

However, the issue lies in that Begum was villainized for being ideologi-
cally groomed by people of the same skin colour. There is a distinction in the 
way we, as a society treat physical abuse and intellectual abuse where the latter 
is assumed to have little to no ramifications. In the case of Shamima Begum, 
it is evident that intellectual abuse is rife, overlooked and must be addressed 
by organisations and social groups. The engagement of citizens through edu-
cation, political thought and open discussions are preventative methods to the 
spread of misinformation. In turn, we would have a stronger sense of identity 
and ideological disasters which root from uneducated organisations could be 
curbed. Nevertheless, this incident shines a light on two issues which the mi-
nority community deal with in the current socio-political climate. The natural 
instincts to socialise has led People of Colour to abandon their cultural and 
personal values and adopt aspects which represent an outdated ‘Britishness’. 
Secondly, the challenges to right to citizenship of British-born PoC. 

Natural Instincts 

Human beings are naturally social creatures, and they depend on each oth-
er to establish a sense of identity; Aristotle is open about the dependency we 
have to each other. In the fear, or face of rejection, it is natural for the individ-
ual to want to change theirselves in order to feel acceptance. I do not feel that 
this is a weakness per se, but a human instinct. British PoC feel a necessity to 
alter their identity and personality to become palatable to the average English 
British person which often involves replacing their own behaviours to mimic 
the English way of living.  

Shamima portrays the need to change her appearance to gain sympathy 
from the British regarding her case. Instead of finding confidence or a feel-
ing of identity from her appearance, Ms. Begum removes her hijab, dyes and 
straightens her hair. She surrounded herself with pillows, teddy bears and 
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memorabilia depicting the British flag across her accommodation. These wer-
en’t present in her initial plea to the UK in 2019, however, she accepts that this 
image is weaponised by the media. Hence, these accessories were added to her 
most recent plea. What does this say about the security PoC feel towards their 
Britishness? It presents weakness and insecurity, a need to prove that they are 
in fact British, despite being born and raised in the UK. 

If we refer to Rousseau’s The Social Contract, a bond between citizens 
were expected to come from ‘distinctive practices, in religious ceremonies’ etc, 
things which were exclusive and national to a community. In a diverse envi-
ronment like London, this cannot be applied; multiple religious and distinct 
practices exist between multiple micro communities. Rousseau continues that 
we find bonds created from spectacles to remind the citizens of their history, 
ancestors, shared ideas and misfortunes. London has a rich history because it 
was built on the back of imperialism and migrants from the British Colonies; 
from the Caribbean, North America, multiple countries of Africa and South 
Asia. The bonds to shared values and behaviours which are expected to come 
from the aforementioned experiences and ideas, struggle to be formed, thus 
the vogue political philosophical ideas of unity between a nation, or, commu-
nity need to be reevaluated.  

A communal sense of British identity, or image that could repre-
sent a diverse London is necessary to overcome the convoluted un-
derstanding of what it means to be British. Freud speculates that  
‘communal life becomes possible only when a majority comes together that is 
stronger than any individual and presents a united front against every individ-
ual’ (p. 41.) Perhaps in an era where the inhabitants of a single nation have dif-
ferent histories, experiences and values; it appears impossible to clamp down 
to a single representation of a citizen from London, or England. This reso-
nates in Freud’s comment that it is ‘difficult to keep oneself free from certain 
ideal requirements and to grasp what pertains to civilisation in general.’ (p. 
40) These requirements constantly evolve as the demographic grows. Another 
phrase which reflects this idea is that “It takes a village to raise a child”; the 
way everyone teaches, supports and welcomes a child is instrumental in their 
growth and what kind of identity they adopt. When reflecting on these two 
ideas, one could say that the child born in a state would have a greater sense of 
belonging, shared experiences and identity with the country rather than a mi-
grant. But in reality, even London-born PoC face obstacles in making mean-
ingful connections without sacrificing some part of their identity and sense of 
self. It is illogical to assume that all of the philosophical ideas which support 
the development of a community are outdated; it is sensible to reevaluate the 
defining ideas and recognise the fluidity of connection to self and community.  
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Rabindranath Tagore’s ideas in Nationalism resonates here the most 
when he outlines that the social contract’s version of nationhood is outdat-
ed and is an ‘end in itself. It is a natural regulation of human relationships, 
so that men can develop ideals of life in co-operation with one another’.  
(Tagore, Nationalism, p. 38.) Identity and a connection between a community 
and self is fluid, something which needs evolving and open discussions. By un-
covering the different perspectives PoC have on this relation to self and com-
munity with logos, - which I intend to portray through the performance, the 
internal conflicting worries micro communities have can be tackled through 
logical reasoning rather than feelings of insecurity and emancipation. We can 
recognise the role of a collective in the way people are treated, included and 
represented.  

My question remains, what does this say about the security PoC feel to-
wards their Britishness? 

Who belongs in a British society? 

The reaction to Begum from the general public is found in articles pub-
lished by The Guardian, showing the range of views regarding the threat of 
Begum to this country. This revolves around whether she is adjusted to British 
values and experiences since her departure 5 years prior. I wonder whether the 
15 years in Britain or the 5 years in Syria have been influential to her true val-
ues and beliefs. A thought experiment that outlines the absurdity of the idea of 
Ms Begum not possessing any sense of a British identity is found if we change 
her ethnicity to be English. Suddenly, it seems illogical to reassign a citizen of 
one’s country to that of their ancestors after being groomed by an extremist 
group as a teenager. Especially if this English girl has no personal connection 
to the country in question. An American citizenship cannot be passed over to 
a UK citizenship, even if their ancestors were British once upon a time.  

The stance of security of a nation against a citizen, or ex-citizen as the 
Home Office would say, feels offensive to the citizens of the UK with an eth-
nic background. Similar to convicts who cause terror through their crimes in 
the UK are enrolled in resettlement programmes to amend their wrongs, it 
feels fit that Ms. Begum should receive something similar instead of this com-
plete revoke. The bottom line is, the rights and protection a citizen receives 
from their place of birth should remain intact when the person in question 
goes astray.  

If we want to answer to the question above, using the social contract, con-
sidering that this multicultural city carries people of various experiences, val-
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ues and memories it seems like there are superficial factors which make create 
bonds. Regarding Begum, the media’s response fluctuated as her appearance 
changed from the fully covered, Niqabi girl who did not resemble the average 
British 21 year old. There was a sentiment that Begum did not look like ‘us’, 
therefore it was less of a radical move to remove her citizenship and pass her 
over to Bangladesh, where people look like her. A present-day comparison is 
found in the way Ukrainian refugees are treated and supported to migrate to 
Britain through a “bespoke humanitarian route” whereas in December 2021, 
27 Syrian refugees drowned in the English Channel whilst Border Force and 
UK officers work to turn back refugees at sea. A clear explanation for this was 
the simple fact that the Ukrainian’s are European and ‘more like us’. 

Does image determine a right to statehood? 

The shift in the image between the Shamima the UK saw in early 2019 and 
in 2021 can be used as a window to the insecurities of the asian community 
regarding their place in British society. Minorities change their values and 
appearance to prove their sincerity of ‘British-ness’ and this is what Shamima 
portrays. The first introduction of Ms. Begum to the world: A Niqabi 21 year 
old who mourns the loss of her two children with a new-born in her arms. Her 
slim build and deep eye bags with a lowered gaze which shows signs of distress 
and regret are not relatable to the British public. Perhaps one could even go 
as far to say it was not palatable to see a person who does not ‘look’ British 
in mourning and pleading to be accepted by the Government and country. 
The transition from a fully covered, anxious and absent persona in 2019 to 
the westernised, skin bearing and well-groomed girl in 2021 was drastic. In a 
recent picture of her, we see a girl who looks closer to being 21 than she did 
in 2019 with her dyed straightened hair, painted orange nails, tank top, jeans, 
with a hat on top.  

What does this suggest? 

The PR decision to change her appearance was not just for aesthetics but 
a presentation of her desperation to over-perform to convince the Nation for 
pity and acceptance as a citizen, despite being British-born and a victim of 
ideological grooming and physical abuse. Instead of recognising the blaring 
mental turmoil which demands support and treatment, the British public and 
government  overlook their ethical responsibility to granting support via ac-
ceptance and then treatment to unravel and undo the ideological grooming 
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she was victim to. Politically, socially and religiously. Instead Shamima has no 
choice but to use the loss of her children, family, friends and citizenship to get 
sympathy. 

In other cases, we find a desperation for British-born minorities to merge 
as much of the Christian-English culture into their everyday lives, even if it 
means by sacrificing religious or cultural values. This is found in the manner 
Muslim families celebrate Christmas and Halloween, especially in those who 
purchase Christmas trees and gifts to feel that sense of unity with the rest of 
the country.  

It is necessary to highlight the visual changes made to understand the ex-
tent of the insecurities felt by British-born PoC in regards to ‘fitting in’ to 
look ‘more like us’. Despite the absence of a set criteria on how a coloured, 
cultured or religious person should change their values and image, it feels like 
an unspoken fact that we simply need to look and act ‘White’, or ‘English’. As 
per my previous points, a set contemporary concept of ‘British’ values and ex-
periences does not exist, there is a simple assumption that to fit in to be British 
means to behave English, despite the diverse demographic of the country and 
London in specific. 
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Examining Hinduphobia in the UK

By M Ahmedullah

A tough TV interviewer invites an author to explore his recent writings 
on the phenomenon of Hinduphobia and understand what it was and its 
implications. The interviewer starts the interview by providing some context 
and current background on the topic.

 
The context

There has been some media coverage on the recent controversy over 
whether there was such a thing as Hinduphobia, similar to Antisemitism and 
Islamophobia experienced by Jews and Muslims, respectively. The phenomena 
of Islamophobia and Antisemitism and their definitions have been long 
discussed, unlike the term  Hinduphobia, which has is a more recent history.

Like within the Muslim community, where there are differing views about 
what constitutes Islamophobia and the merits and demerits of the officially 
agreed definition, there are similar debates within the Hindu community. 
Some Hindus are not happy with using the term Hinduphobia to describe 
the anti-Hindu hatred they experience. At the same time, some other Hindus 
even question whether such a thing exists as Hinduphobia.

According to a definition of Hinduphobia developed by certain Hindu 
student groups in the US, ‘it is a set of antagonistic, destructive, and derogatory 
attitudes and behaviours towards …  Hindus that may manifest as prejudice, 
fear, or hatred’. 

In terms of London and the diverse communities of East London, many 
implications arise from issues around Hinduphobia, and sometimes politicians 
respond in various ways to address emerging such issues and concerns. 

In a recent ‘Early Day Motion’ tabled on 22 June 2021 at the Houses of 
Parliament on ‘Rise of anti-Indian Racism’ signed by 45 members, it states 
that ‘The 1928 Institute which revealed that 80 per cent of British Indians 
have faced prejudice because of their Indian identity’, Hinduphobia was 
identified as ‘the most prevalent’. But the motion does not include anything 
about the identity of the perpetrators of the Hinduphobia experienced by a 
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large number of Indians in the UK and the nature of their experience.

Two factors are behind the recent controversy

1. The rise of the BJP in India and their Hindu nationalism targeting 
Indian Muslims and certain symbols of Islam in India due to perceived 
historical humiliation some Hindus experience from expanding 
Muslim empires before the British takeover of the Indian subcontinent. 

2. The Hindu nationalist vision for India and some of their policies are 
not only marginalising Indian Muslims but are said to be against the 
secular vision of India deeply held by many Indian Hindus themselves.

 The controversy

The recent controversy started in early 2021, when Rashmi Samant, ‘the 
first Indian woman to be elected President of the Oxford Student Union 
(SU)… was forced to resign amid controversy over some of her past social 
media posts.’ An Oxford Academic by the name of Dr Abhijit Sarkar, 
spearheaded the campaign against her by using some of her past social media 
posts to discredit her which led to organised campaigns against her by several 
student groups who demanded an apology from her. 

In response, an article appeared on an online media platform asking the 
question ‘Does Hinduphobia exist in the UK? Time to get the British Indian 
view’. It quoted Rashmi as saying, “For as long as it takes, anti-Hindu bigotry 
will be opposed and countered with grace and dignity. Students should not 
have to face targeted bullying and harassment on campus or online, purely 
because they are Hindus”, and added that ‘many felt’ her treatment ‘was a case 
of anti-Hindu hate by a staff member’.

What are the issues? 

This controversy raises some very interesting issues as the staff member in 
question, Dr Abhijit Sarkar, was himself from a Hindu background. The point 
to note is that this was not just a cased of some non-Hindus directing their 
hatred against Hindus, but someone from a Hindu background was being 
accused of organising a Hinduphobic attack on a young Hindu student from 
India studying at Oxford. Other student campaigners against her were several 
Oxford University equality groups. They include ‘The Oxford Campaign for 
Racial Awareness and Equality, Oxford India Society, Oxford Hindu Society, 
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Oxford South Asian Society, Junior Common Room Groups, the Oxford 
LGBTQ+, the Oxford Jewish Society, and the Oxford University Chinese 
Society’.

 If we look at the contents of the Early Day Motion tabled on 22 June 
2021 at the British parliament, it mentioned that of the 80% Indians in the 
UK who said they had ‘faced prejudiced because of their Indian identity’, also 
stated that the most prevalent reason was Hinduphobia. As expressed in the 
statement, the Hinduphobia experienced by the people interviewed cannot 
include any perpetrators of Hinduphobia to be from a Hindu background. 
This is because the experience of Hinduphobia is included in the category of 
those experiencing ‘prejudice because of their Indian identity’.

Before moving on to dissect the nature of Hinduphobia experienced 
by many Indians in the UK, I will provide some ‘examples of anti-Hindu 
sentiments’ as provided in a Wikipedia page.

‘According to the religious dialogue activist P. N Benjamin, some Christian 
evangelists denigrate Hindu gods and consider Hindu rituals barbaric, and 
such attitudes have caused tensions between religious communities.

Akbaruddin Owaisi, a leader of the All India Majlis-e-Ittehadul Muslimeen 
party in Hyderabad, has been charged several times for hate speeches 
denigrating Hindu gods and inciting violence against Hindus.

A Muslim preacher apologised for insulting Hinduism in 2014, after an 
uproar. Hindus have historically been, and continue to be, considered kafirs 
by Muslims and Heathen, Satanic or Demon by some Christians.’

According to the Wikipedia as above it seems that, in addition to some 
from a Hindu background being responsible for Hinduphobia, some Muslims 
and Christians are also engage in generating anti-Hindu hate.

The alleged politics behind the term Hinduphobia

In December 2018, a few years before the Rashmi Samant controversy 
at Oxford, Mitali Saran wrote that ‘The right wing wants us to think that 
Hinduphobia is a thing’ and that ‘You’re a Hindu basher if you’re reporting 
crimes by self-styled godmen, or think smashing Brahminical patriarchy’ is 
a worthy cause or you oppose the idea of a Hindu rashtra’. In the Feminist 
Critical Hindu Studies Collective an article alleges that Hinduphobia is a 
smokescreen for Hindu nationalists’ and claims that Hindutva is a growing 
threat to minority faith communities. These statements are from people from 
a Hindu background.

On the one hand, some acts by people from a Hindu background against 
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certain people who hold and celebrate their Hindu identity openly and proudly 
and hold Hindu nationalist views are described as Hinduphobia. On the other 
hand, some people from a Hindu background deny that there is such a thing as 
Hinduphobia and claim that right-wing Hindu nationalists are using the term 
Hinduphobia to silence critical voices against their majoritarian extremism.

The interviewer then asks a set of questions to the author
 
 Question 1
 
“You wrote that just because some right-wing Hindus may use the term 

Hinduphobia in an attempt to silence their critics, most of whom are from a 
Hindu background, does it mean that there is no such a thing as Hinduphobia 
in real life. Can you kindly explain your reasoning clearly?”

 
Answer
 
“Well, all sides in political competitions/conflicts generalise to define, 

judge and generate propaganda against each other. But real-life is complex that 
consists of the experiences of millions of people, interpretations of experiences 
and responses to experiences. Interpreting experiences and responses to them 
depend on belief systems and theories that provide people with the tools to 
understand experiences, make moral judgements and respond to situations.

“Theories and belief systems change – either gradually or get replaced by 
something very different. As such, how people understand and evaluate their 
experiences also change with the replacement of theories and belief systems. 
This means that people’s experiences and how they evaluate them are very 
diverse and ever-changing. 

“To answer your question, just because some Hindu nationalists are trying to 
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use the term Hinduphobia or anti-Hindu hate to ‘silence their critics or rivals’, 
it does not mean that Hinduphobia is not experienced by ordinary Hindus. 
The important point to understand is that many Hindus may be interpreting 
their experiences of prejudice as Hinduphobia now, which they didn’t in the 
past, because of the recent political influences of Hindu nationalists on them. 
But that does not mean that Hindus did not and do not experience prejudice 
and discrimination, which are being labelled as Hinduphobia by some now. 
The reality is that now they feel empowered to understand and evaluate the 
experiences of prejudice and discrimination through the term Hinduphobia 
based on the theories and explanations provided by the Hindu nationalists.

 
Question 2

 
“So, what would you tell the critics of Hindu nationalists to do when they 

are engaged in political battles with their rivals?”
 

Answer  

“I would say that, rather than deny the existence of Hinduphobia, 
which would be wrong and also counterproductive, because this term seems 
to resonate with many Hindus currently, it would be more appropriate to 
come up with alternative theories to explain and evaluate the prejudice and 
discrimination that many ordinary Hindus experience. 

“Their experiences of prejudice and discrimination as expressed by many 
Hindus cannot be false in all cases. Therefore, explaining them and what to 
do with them should be the focus of debate by those who oppose the Hindu 
nationalists.”
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 Question 3
 
What are the implications that may result from applying the term 

Hinduphobia to describe the actions of individuals like Dr Abhijit Sarkar by 
right-wing Hindu nationalists? This relates to claims made against Dr Abhijit 
Sarkar that his actions in social media against Rashmi Samant constituted 
Hinduphobia and ‘anti-Hindu bigotry’.

 
 Answer

 
“There are huge implications in accusing individuals like Dr Abhijit Sarkar 

of engaging in Hinduphobia, especially since he is from a Hindu background. 
Of course, someone from a religious background can leave their faith and turn 
against it and its followers, which is often the case. But, in general, accusations 
such as those against Dr Abhijit Sarkar cannot be easily resolved through 
logical analysis or investigation of facts. One of the main reasons for this is 
because Hinduism is the product of thousands of years of development with 
inputs from many traditions and the scope that Hindu societies have allowed 
for diversity throughout its history. 

“Hindu nationalism and Hindu secularism are both political products of 
western influences and they are modern phenomena. As such, each group 
will be able to use Hindu history and Hindu teachings selectively and from a 
partial understanding to argue their case, although not totally successfully, in 
terms of logical consistency and the objective and balanced use of evidence. 
When any group tries to resolve unsolvable issues through the selective use of 
information, political movements and slogans, it ends up nowhere, unless one 
has the power to impose its will by force. 

“The only way to prove that Dr Abhijit Sarkar was a Hinduphobe would 
be by using tautological arguments based on the premises of the Hindu 
nationalist worldview. As such, if ordinary people were to see Dr Abhijit Sarkar 
through the lenses of the Hindu nationalists, they would become convinced 
that he was a Hinduphobe because the premises utilised would lead to such a 
conclusion. However, if it were the opposite, the Hindu secularists’ premises 
would lead to a very different conclusion, which is that Dr Abhijit Sarkar was 
not a Hinduphobe.”

Question 4
 
“How do developments such as that with Rashmi Samant at Oxford 
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and the controversies generated impact on diverse local communities that 
live side by side in terms of community tension and community cohesion? 
How do you think bigger debates and battles filter down to communities 
at neighbourhood levels and their impacts on local empathy, community 
cohesion and togetherness?

 
Answer 
 
“Ordinary people are busy with their lives, and they do not have enough 

time to examine things deeply. People view and experience the world through 
the lenses of theories that provide them explanations, moral positions and 
how to respond to situations. As such, people living in diverse societies are 
often influenced by a range of different theories and explanations that often 
set one against the other. 

“We all know how prejudices can be hurtful and damaging to individuals 
and community cohesion, but they cannot be eliminated as prejudice seems 
to be a fundamental part of being human. Not having prejudice means having 
perfect knowledge of everything and the absence of self-interest, which is 
an impossibility. Human beings have to survive and engage with the world 
through knowledge and understanding, which will always be partial, so their 
judgements must always be prejudicial.”

 
 Question 5

“So, where does philosophy come in to help people deal with the fact 
that imperfect, partial and tentative knowledge is inevitable and therefore 
prejudice is unavoidable and necessary?”

 
Answer

 
“Well, philosophy can help more people understand the human knowledge 

process, the nature of knowledge, the fallibility of what we can and do know, 
and how to go about generating and utilising objective, rational knowledge to 
improve our world.

“Utilising philosophy at the local level can help provide frameworks, 
reference points, guidelines and practical methods where people from different 
backgrounds can peacefully challenge each other’s prejudices, whether large or 
small, whether the implications are dangerous or benign.”
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Conclusion 

It is not possible to argue that Hinduphobia does not exist. One reason 
is that we don’t know the real experiences of all the Hindus and how they 
interpret their particular experiences of prejudice. Even if a previous experience 
by Hindus was not termed as Hinduphobia – now felt as Hinduphobia due 
to the adoption of the Hindu nationalists worldview – it does not mean that 
some Hindus did not experience prejudice in the UK because of their Hindu 
background. It is necessary to allow people to express their experiences in their 
own way, rather than enable politicised academics or writers to deny ordinary 
people’s experiences.

In the same vein, the Hindu nationalists cannot legitimately describe 
individuals like Dr Abhijit Sarkar as a Hinduphobe based on applying certain 
premises in a logical process based only on their worldview. Therefore, it is 
necessary for rival worldviews, in this case, with respect to what constitutes 
a Hindu or what is Hindusim, to engage with each other to eliminate or 
reduce false generalisations in each and work towards generating a better 
understanding through better and more robust premises.

The implications for community cohesion of Hinduphobia and Hindu 
nationalism in the UK are great and can be serious. Both because of the 
experiences of the Hindus and the worldview of Hindu nationalism. One 
element is that often the main targets of Hindu Nationalism are Muslims, 
and their activities can and do help fuel certain far-right groups that also hate  
Muslims. On the other hand, many Muslims have extreme prejudice against 
Hindus and can be described as Hinduphobes. As many neighbourhoods 
in the UK are mixed and there exist every complex interactions between 
Hindus and Muslims, for example, through friendship and economic and 
cultural relationships, Hindu nationalism and Muslim radicalism can create 
problems for local community cohesion. As such, more philosophy is needed 
to empower people to examine and challenge each other’s prejudices, whether 
benign or dangerous.     
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Ethnicity, stand-up comedy and philosophy:

By Christopher Terry

What race are you?

How would you describe your ethnicity?

Being asked this question can make some people nervous, some people 
proud, some people indifferent as they feel their race has little relationship to 
their identity or self. Often the reaction to this question depends the ethnicity 
of the person being asked and possibly also the person asking the question.

I wanted to look at the question: Is their a difference between ‘non-white’ 
and ‘white’ stand-up comedians feeling pressure to address their ethnicity 
when on stage? Having experienced many comedy clubs and done some stand 
up myself I have asked many comedians this question. Many comedians feel 
that they should ‘talk about what they know’, use personal experience and 
connect with the audience which often means they will address things that 
might be important to themselves such as ethnicity. 

Ethnicity as a social construct

Ethnicity can be controversial and difficult to define: ‘According to Fought 
(2006:4) and Trechter and Bucholtz (2001:1) scholars across all disciplines 
agree that the concept of ethnicity is a socially constructed category.’  Mostly 
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when answering the question ‘what ethnicity are you?’ a person can answer 
with whatever you personally believe is your ethnicity, it is a personal opinion. 

For the purposes of this study participants have self-identified their own 
ethnicity. I surveyed 65 comedians through an online surveying tool asking 4 
questions. The first two questions were ‘How would you describe your Eth-
nicity?’ and ‘Do you feel you must address your Ethnicity in your Comedy?’. 
I broke the results down into three groups ‘White British’ ‘White Irish’ and 
‘Non-white’ which of course covers a huge range of wonderfully diverse people 
whom I then grouped together. The results indicated a different lived experi-
ence from the three different groups. 12.5% of ‘White British’ comedians felt 
they did have to address their ethnicity and 87.5% felt they did not. Meaning 
the vast majority of white comedians completed their shows not feeling the 
need to address their Ethnicity, why this is so is of course a deeper question.  

For the group self-labelling ‘White Irish’ 25% felt they should address 
their Ethnicity with 75% suggesting they did not need to address it. So even 
Ethnicities that are closely related, for example Irish and British, have differ-
ent results with Irish comedians feeling a significantly larger need to address 
their ethnicity than ‘White British’ comedians. However, still the majority of 
‘White Irish’ comedians, 75% felt they did not need to address their Ethnicity. 

For ‘Non-white’ comedians, which is my grouping of all comedians who 
did not identify as either ‘White British’ of ‘White Irish’ the figures are 42% 
did feel they needed to address their Ethnicity and 58% felt they did not. So 
now we still have a majority who feel they do not need to, which could be a 
positive meaning that ‘non-white’ comedians feel some freedom to talk about 
other things that interest them except their race but they feel far more pressure 
to talk about their race than either of the first two groups.  

This study did not delve deeply into why people felt they either had to or 
did not have to address their ethnicity in their stand-up routines but we will 
now think about why people might do this.

Brian Logan writing in the Guardian says ‘being in a minority can give you 
plenty to say, an urge to say it and a particular angle from which to do so. Then 
there’s the fact that, in a crowded marketplace, stand-ups’ zero in on their USP, 
what makes them stand out from the perceived norm.’  so it could be that as 
stand up is a dialog between the stand up and the audience comedians might 
want to address their race as they feel it is important or unusual when com-
paring themselves to other comedians on the circuit.  

As traditional stand-up comedy audiences are white and middle class pre-
dominantly this might make non-white comedians feel they must address 
their own difference in order to connect to the audience or be present in the 
addressing something that that audience might be aware of. The results from 
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my study suggest ‘white’ comedians when asked the question ‘Would you be 
more likely to comment on your ethnicity if the majority of the Audience was 
of a different ethnicity’ 45% said yes and 55% said no. Which means that half 
of white comedians would consider addressing it in their set even though only 
19% regularly mention race in their set normally. The difference that white 
comedians feel here is what many ‘non-white’ comedians feel every time they 
go on stage. 

Non-white comedians who might have experienced this more working in 
the UK with traditional majority white middle class audience have a different 
experience. 56% of ‘Non-white’ comedians address race in regularly in their 
sets compared to 19% of white comedians however interestingly 75% of non-
white comedians would be more likely to comment on their ethnicity if the 
majority of the audience was of a different ethnicity. This reflects the different 
lived experiences of white and non-white comedians in the comedy scene.

It could be that addressing race could be part of the connection with the 
audience: ‘Intimacy is used both physically and emotionally to make use of, at 
various points, the audience members’ potential tension, feelings of solidarity 
and willingness to connect to the other people around them, as well as their 
willingness to connect with the performer’.  Meaning addressing some differ-
ences between the performer and the audience, such as race, could help the 
comedian connect with their audience and improve the performance.

Also many modern comedy audiences want to see the vulnerability of the 
comedian and thus connect with them in that sense: ‘Thus, though there are 
exceptions, comedians must maintain a sense of everyday-ness about them. 
This relatability allows the audience to more easily empathise with the come-
dian’s perspective’. This means that to connect well with an audience with a 
different lived experience it might help if a comedian shares a bit of their own 
world view.

Links to philosophy 

There are three main philosophical theories about comedy: 

• Superiority theory : we use jokes to dominate others. Thomas Hobbes 
(Leviathan, I, 6)  argued that a joke is a sign of “sudden glory”: ‘when I 
detect someone else’s weakness, I make it obvious to others so they are 
distracted and do not see my own failures’.

Modern comedy tends to avoid ‘punching down’ but it still exists as 
highlighted by the uproar recently over comedians such as Andrew Lawrence 
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and Jimmy Carrs ‘racist’ jokes. It the 60s, 70s and 80s often minority 
comedians would punch down at themselves for example in his book: Who 
Am I, Again? Lenny Henry states ‘ that for a black performer to survive in the 
world of 1970s light entertainment it was best “to get all the dodgy jokes in 
before [the audience] did”. 

• relief theory: jokes are a balm for our wounds. Sigmund Freud (Jokes 
and Their Relation to the Unconscious)  notes that humour allows one 
to rest. In doing jokes, one retreats from one’s inescapable distresses 
and thoughts of death. It also makes one able to take care of others by 
making them laugh.

It might be that addressing Ethnicity releases tension in the room. Talking 
about race and racism is very much in the modern consciousness so comedi-
ans could play with the tension between an audience with a predominantly 
different race to the comedian. They could also use humour to deal with some 
of the difficult and real ethnic tensions in society. 

• incongruity theory: jokes are a language disposition. As Homer in the 
Iliad or Shakespeare in Hamlet, the joker has the ability to connect 
words, images and concepts that are inadequate. In doing so, she sur-
prises us (as Aristotle would say in his Rhetoric, III). Humour is then 
an intellectual virtue shared by writers, rhetoricians and comedian

Ethnicity could also be used to surprise. Stereotypes and presumptions 
being turned on their head or exposed can often be used for comic effect. For 
example, Larry Deans contrast between his ‘laddish’ demeanour and the fact 
that he is a homosexual is used in his stand-up sets for comic effect . Come-
dians such as Omid Djalili often play with stereotypes of their race for comic 
effect leaning into then reversing stereotypes in Omids case of Persian/Iranian 
stereotypes.  

To conclude then it is clear that ‘non-white’ comedians feel pressure to ad-
dress their Ethnicity in their comedy. The reason why this is the case is outside 
the parameters of this study and whether this is a positive or negative needs 
to be explored. 

Footnotes

1. Microsoft Word - c-essayoskarfalk(draft2).doc (gu.se)
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Escaping the inevitable 

By Nayesh Radia

Exploration is in our blood
Extinction is a feared possibility
Exercise your right, stand up to be counted 
Evolution is inescapable and inevitable

Simplicity made complicated 
Society forever craves for more
Striving for something far better
Seemingly surprising expectations

Charting the map, Vital destination
Changing perception – a new religion
Cavaliers and the Crusaders – expeditions to invade
Challenges are set, new demands made
Crimes left unpunished – perpetrators and victims created

Across continents they sail for spices, artefacts, precious stones and   
textiles
Accomplished outcomes? No, a new commodity traded
Another journey, like sardines cramped and abused, just inhumane,   
countless lives faded
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Across the many oceans, only rulers and colonisers capitalise
Afflictions ignored, new battle scars forever reverberate 

Peoples displaced; new territories colonised
Plantations harvested; Indigenous cull organised
Profits soar, another deal – many duped to the land of plenty
Piteously pious poison pinned on false hopes
Prolonged exploitation, wars lost and won, many head on a journey  
Privileges gained on new shores, only to face tougher foes

Indians, Irish, Africans, Chinese - Other migrating minorities
Induced labour, rivers of blood, yet dogs treated more favourably
Icing on the cake, just a pre-tense to accessorise
Idioms created - the stumbles, falls and cries
Isolation, solitude, all suffering in silence
Invariably history repeating itself, Ignorance swelling comfortably

N word and P word exalted, severed places
Narcissistic behaviour, racism and supremacy rises
Never turn the other cheek, a new generation is born
Now the real race begins, cultures clash, generations torn
New voices finally heard; those cries no longer silenced

Gruesome killings, many escape conviction
Gracious force exonerated, only the privileged pleased
Grapevine news rippling through streets, causing much agitation 
Gaining momentum, laws repelled only to appease
Giant leap finally made, yet small steps sustained
Giving birth to fascism, fundamentalism and extremism
Gaining grounds as conflicts and wars rage like bush fires
Gainfully crisis created, not averted, only divisions made 
Giving glory, a newfound hope, else pity the generations to come

In the stars it is written, at least, that’s what they say
Inevitability is inevitable, a truth yet to handle
Innocence taken early, technology winning today
Inauguration of a new order, belief taking second fiddle
Inverting those stories untold, reverting to a whole new lie
In the end, we may never really see the clear sky
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Never before have we sought answers to the unknown
Now though, history cannot be seen to be repeated
Numerous unions cling to ancient tales, visions of being undefeated
Nations giving rise to a reverberating groan  
Nothing else seems to matter, only survive and hustle
New-born rational breathing life like a newfound pulse

Every calling is ignored because we choose not to hear
Earning respect, a rare commodity that can be costly
Early risers catch the worm, or so they say, yet many still linger
Esoteric cries carried across the seas, we still fail to catch clearly
E-Currency a new digital trade off, accountability hard to identify 
Effortless can become a selfless motivator, yet greed makes hunger  
greater

Voices echo consistently only to fall on vacant ears
Vanity calls as many fall prey, political rise as media bait cast wider
Victory sounds gain momentum though only made of empty roars
Vivid tales spun, spreading quickly to instil fear
Vaccinations the new cure, yet humanity trapped like caged animals

In and out, the breath continues, but it is all just a new territory
Invitation to self-isolate, desperation still on the radar
Imprisoned within comfortable walls, all on the edge of insanity
Ignorance for many may be bliss, measured controls made tougher
Initiating new movements many still question, all know of another   
agenda

Tracking and monitoring, creating the calm before the storm 
Technology playing a major role, friends and families united
Taking small steps though not quite a giant leap for mankind
Tenacious tactics stepped up like a whole new swarm
Tolerance given a whole new meaning, variants rise and identified 

Accession claims made, illusions crack, opening inner doors
Accountability taken lightly, continue to play the blame game
Awakened beings, or so it seems, dreamlike unable to escape
Accepting the new normal as opposed the old-er ways
Accelerated worries, locked and hidden, unseen frustrations
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Being present is key, yet we know not how
Breathe, breathe, breathe
But wait, we know not what we inhale now
Brave voices beckon for change, only to not be heard
Broken channels resurface, we can only repeat, repeat, repeat
Be strong and steadfast, resilience is required

Lessons yet to be learned, all keen to join the rat race - again
Liberty taken for granted, fears rise, patience peaked 
Leaks found, many frown as politicians pantomime resume
Lockdown ignored, straining tensions arise, all masked
Longevity in question, plans rehashed to suit personal gain 

Everlasting tyranny, even if democracy is the modern cry
Elaborate tales woven to this wonderful tapestry
Economic collapse, bubble bursting, all in denial
Ever increasing tensions, all becoming just so feudal
Elevating to higher states of being, or just all an illusion

Conflicts, battles, wars and ground zero repeated 
Scars and wounds run deep, etched timelessly in history
It is a bed of roses, with thorns, yet we strive to thrive
Challenges are made and change is a hard act to follow
Just like giving peace a chance, letting go is not easy

Crossing boundaries, trying to jump barriers
Celebrate those differences, it’s about Humane Unity 
Create understanding to dispel the fears 
Conditional love can be costly, let it be unconditional

All we have known is Me, Myself and I
Our senses numbed like blind following the blind
The least we can do is try You, Me and Us instead
Arise, arise, for we are now one so now it is no longer a single cry
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